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Abstract
Introduction Telementoring is one of the applications of telemedicine capable of bringing highly experienced surgeons to
areas lacking expertise. In the current study, we aimed to assess a novel telementoring application during the learning curve
of transurethral enucleation of the prostate using bipolar energy (TUEB).
Material and methods A telementoring system was developed by our engineering department. This application was used
to mentor ten prospective cases of TUEB performed by an expert endourologist (novice to the TUEB). A questionnaire was
filled by the operating surgeon and the mentor to provide subjective evaluation of the telementoring system. Finally, the
outcomes of these patients were compared to a control group consisting of ten consecutive patients performed by the mentor.
Results Ten consecutive TUEB were performed using this telementoring application. Delayed and interrupted connection
were experienced in two and one patients, respectively; however, their effect was minor, and they did not compromise the
safety of the procedure. None of the patients required conversion to conventional transurethral resection of the prostate. Only
one patient in our series experienced grade IIIb complication.
Conclusion The telementoring application for TUEB is promising. It is a simple and low-cost tool that could be a feasible
option to ensure patients’ safety during the initial phase of the learning curve without time and locations constraints for both
the mentor and the trainee; However, it should be mentioned that telementoring cannot yet replace the traditional surgical
training with the mentor and trainee being in the operative room. Further studies are required to confirm the current results
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Introduction
Surgical training is a fundamental part of all surgical
specialties. It started long time ago by the apprenticeship
model in its primitive form where a trainee works for the
surgeon usually for 5–7 years in return for surgical instructions and to learn from the surgeon [1–3]. Apprenticeship
is the origin of Halstedian model of training “see one–do
one–teach one”, which, is an effective training model but
it has been associated with a prolonged training period
in order to attain the required surgical skills [4]. In these
settings, the reduction of the available training hours (for
both trainees and trainers), the increased cost of training,
the rapid technological advancements in the field of telecommunication and surgical instrumentation, and the steep
learning curve of certain surgical procedures resulted in
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an urgent need for an effective training alternatives [5, 6].
Telemedicine is one of the innovations that gained great
interest since 1950s and it is defined as the use of the
telecommunication technologies to provide health care
services and information (live video–audio interaction
between physicians and/or patients) [7]. Furthermore, its
value has increased during the current COVID-19 pandemic [8]. Telementoring describes a situation when, an
expert surgeon guides a less experienced surgeon through
advanced or novel cases from a remote location [9]. The
first telementoring experience dates back to 1997, when,
Rosser et al. [10], reported the feasibility of telementoring
for advanced training of laparoscopic colectomy.
In the field of urology, new technologies are being rapidly
adopted and the nature of practice is changing as well as the
definition and requirements of competency in urology. Thus,
urologists were among the first surgeons to adopt telementoring with five urological cases (including laparoscopic radical nephrectomy) being telementored between the USA and
Italy [11], and two cases (laparoscopic radical nephrectomy
and laparoscopic varicocelectomy) telementored between
USA and Singapore [12]. Furthermore, there has been great
interest in the use of telementoring in robotic-assisted and
endoscopic urologic surgeries [5, 13].
Laser enucleation of the prostate has shown to be a promising size-independent alternative to transurethral resection
of the prostate (TURP) for the management of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH); however, it was limited to specific
centers as a result of its steep learning curve and higher
initial cost [14–16]. Transurethral enucleation of the prostate
using bipolar energy (TUEB) appeared as a lower cost alternative for management of large-sized benign prostatic hyperplasia as it can be done using the standard bipolar electrosurgical unit and a modified electrode [17]. However, it is also
associated with a steep learning curve, which may extend up
to 100 cases [18]. Xiong et al. [19], reported that the conversion rates to standard TURP significantly decreased after
30 cases, while, the efficiency of enucleation significantly
increased following 50 cases. In these settings, we aimed to
assess the feasibility of telementoring for endoscopic enucleation of the prostate with a novel, easy-to-use, low-cost,
and easily accessible telementoring application.

associated with moderate-to-severe lower urinary tract
symptoms (LUTS), identified by the international prostate symptom score (IPSS), were enrolled in the current
study (group A). Dual medical therapy with alpha-blockers
and 5-alpha reductase inhibitors were tried in all patients
before referral for surgery. All the patients with previous
history of transurethral prostatic surgery, neurogenic bladder, prostate or bladder cancer, urethral stricture, abnormal digital rectal examination, and abnormal coagulation
profile were excluded from the current study. On the other
hand, a group of ten patients who had undergone TUEB by
the mentor, during the same period of time, were included
as a control group (group B).

Informed consent
There is no standardized informed consent for telementored patients. The issue of patients’ privacy also represents a significant concern for the clinical implementation
of telementoring. However, a model created ad hoc was
approved by the ethical committee. Each patient had an
individual meeting with the surgeon and the mentor (video
conference with the mentor) to adequately discuss about
the security techniques used for protection of patient’s privacy. Patients are informed that the operation would have
continued in the classical form if there were connection
problems. All patients agreed to undergo the procedure.
Privacy has been preserved thanks to a secure connection
and video recording of the surgical field only.

Variables
Preoperative variables
All patients underwent a preoperative uroflowmetry, transrectal ultrasound (for assessment of prostate size), and
flexible cystoscopy. Furthermore, the preoperative IPSS
was calculated for all patients. Patients with elevated
prostate-specific antigen and/or suspicious digital rectal
examination underwent prostate biopsy. Furthermore, the
preoperative hemoglobin was also evaluated.

Material and methods

Surgical technique and variables

Study type and population

All the cases were performed according to the technique
described by Hirasawa [18]; however we used ultrasoundguided morcellation after the adenoma was removed
[20]. Blood loss and intraoperative complications were
also recorded. Furthermore, the quality of the connection
(delayed or interrupted transmission) was assessed.

This is a prospective study carried out at the Department
of Urology, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia,
between January 2019 and June 2019. The study was
approved by the local ethical committee. Ten consecutive
patients suffering from benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH)
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Postoperative variables

Telementoring

The duration of catheterization, length of hospital stay,
uroflowmetry, and IPSS at 3 months, were evaluated. Complications are reported and graded according to the Clavien–Dindo classification [21].

Both the surgeon (from Modena, Italy) and the mentor (from
Rovigo, Italy) are experienced endourologists. Before starting the telementored procedures, the surgeon observed
different procedures performed by the mentor to become
familiar with the technique of prostate enucleation. The
mentor has performed more than 1000 operations with this
technique. At the end of each procedure, a questionnaire
(specially developed for the assessment of this application)
was given to the operating surgeon (trainee) regarding the
aspects of the intervention, the network connection and the
training impact. This questionnaire aimed to subjectively
evaluate the safety, efficacy, learning, and connection quality using a score ranging from 0 to 6 (0 = not at all; 6 = perfect); subsequently, an overall score combining the scores
of these four sections is given (maximum 24 points). A
second questionnaire (maximum 16 points) was filled by
the mentor only to stratify the procedure (prostate volume,
ASA score, complexity), evaluate the setup of the operating
room (instrument verification, connection verification), and
the execution of various phases of the intervention with a
score from 0 to 4 (0 = surgical technique switch, 4 execution in total autonomy). Finally, the mentor was asked to
give a subjective evaluation for the hemostasis (maximum
12 points) and the morcellation techniques of the surgeon

Telementoring application
A web application was developed as a result of the collaboration between Engineering Department and the
Department of Urology in the University of Modena and
Reggio Emilia. This application is capable of providing
real-time video streaming of the endoscopic camera view,
audio communication link between the mentor and the surgeon, and offering the ability to draw illustrations on the
surgeon’s monitor for remote guidance (telestrating). The
entire system is composed of a PC in the operating room,
Bluetooth headset, video converter device, and a workstation for the mentor (PC or tablet). The connection used
was encrypted wlan. 720p video at 25fps. The video has
always been recorded for a possible postoperative teaching.
Figure 1 shows the monitor screen with the telestration
function as seen by the surgeon.

Fig. 1  Telestration: the mentor draws on the screen to guide the surgeon
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(maximum 4 points). A copy of the questionnaire is found
in the supplementary material.

Statistical analysis
The recommendations for sample size in pilot studies are
variable in literature; however, according to Isaac and
Michael [22], sample sizes between 10 and 30 patients are
sufficient for testing hypothesis, but may overestimate weak
treatment effects. Furthermore, Treece E.W. and Treece J.W.
[23], supported the same sample size (N = 10) for piloting an
instrument. In this setting, ten patients were included in each
of our study groups. On the other hand, Shapiro–Wilk test
and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were used to assess the distribution of variables. All continuous variables are reported
as mean and standard deviation in case of normal distribution, while in case of non-normally distributed variable data
are presented as median and interquartile range. Similarly,
the categorical variables are presented as percentages. Paired
Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to
compare pre- and post-operative variables (Qmax, IPSS,
and hemoglobin), while independent Student’s t-test or the
Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare between both
groups. P value of ˂ 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Bipolar enucleation results
Overall, 20 patients were included in the current study,
of which, ten consecutive patients in the surgeon’s institute were prospectively enrolled in the telementoring
group (group A), and the data of ten consecutive patients
were retrospectively collected from the mentor’s institute
Table 1  Summary of patients’
characteristics, preoperative and
postoperative data

Age (years)
Prostate size (cc)*
Preoperative Qmax (ml/s)*
Preoperative IPSS*
Preoperative hemoglobin (g/dl)
Postoperative Qmax (ml/s)*
Postoperative IPSS *
Postoperative hemoglobin (g/dl)
Operative time (min)*
Catheter time (days)*
Length of hospital stay (days)*

to form the control group (group B). The mean age of
the patients was 69 ± 8.6 years (range 49–77 years) and
68.9 ± 10.3 years (range 54–89 years) in group A and B,
respectively. The median size of the prostate was 50 cc
(range 30–120 cc) in group A and 78.5 (range 40–120 cc)
in group B. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the
included patients. All the cases were completed without
complete or partial conversion to TURP. The median operative time was significantly longer in the group A compared to group B (125 min versus 75 min, p = 0.009). Similarly, the catheterization and the hospitalization times were
significantly shorter in group B compared to group A, but
this may be explained by the hospital protocol which indicates that all patients are discharged after catheter removal
(Table 1). There was no significant difference as regards
the complications between both groups (p = 1.00). In the
telementoring group (group A), all patients were continent at the time of catheter removal except for one patient
(10%) who suffered from incontinence that was managed
with pharmacological therapy (Clavien–Dindo II). Furthermore, one patient (10%) developed urethral stenosis
that was discovered during a cystoscopy performed for
the evaluation of a bladder mass 6 months following the
TUEP (Clavien–Dindo IIIb) and was managed by optical
urethrotomy. On the other hand, in the control group, only
one patient suffered from hematuria (Clavien–Dindo II)
and another patient demonstrated acute urinary retention
(Clavien–Dindo II) (Table 2). Both patients in the control
group were managed conservatively without the need for
any surgical intervention. All the patients showed significant improvement of the IPSS (25 versus 11, p = 0.008,
and 23.5 versus 4.5, p = 0.005) and the Qmax (9 versus
18, p = 0.018, and 6 versus 26, p = 0.005) in group A and
B, respectively. On the other hand, there was a statistically
significant drop of the hemoglobin (13.77 versus 12.90,

Group A
Mean ± SD

Range

Group B

Range

p value

69 ± 8.6
50 (21.3)
9 (4)
25 (8)
13.8 ± 1.7
18 (5)
11 (3)
12.9 ± 1.7
125 (75)
3 (2.5)
4 (2.5)

49–77
30–120
6–11
18–30
11.3–17
15–24
6–27
10.9–15
70–240
2–6
3–7

68.9 ± 10.3
78.5 (37.5)
6 (5)
23.5 (7.8)
14.2 ± 0.6
26 (2.3)
4.5 (1.25)
13.2 ± 0.7
75 (36.3)
1 (0.25)
2 (0.3)

54–89
40–120
5–11
20–31
13.3–15.1
24–28
3–6
12.1–14.3
60–135
1–2
2–3

0.963
0.019
0.274
1.000
0.464
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.656
0.009
< 0.001
< 0.001

Bold values are statistically significant (alpha < 0.05)
*Median and IQR are used
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p = 0.04 in group A and 14.19 versus 13.16, p < 0.001 in
group B).

Telementoring results
All the included patients in group A were completed
without major problems in the telementoring application. During the transmission, the mean network speed
was 85 MB/s. The telestrator functioned normally in all
the 10 patients allowing the mentor to give instructions to
the trainee. Delayed transmission (few milliseconds) was
experienced in only two patients without any effect on the
patient’s safety or the course of the procedure. Interruption
of the connection occurred in only one patient; however,
the connection was restored rapidly and the procedure was
completed normally, in the remaining patients there was
no image buffering or pixilation.
As regards the results of the postoperative questionnaire, the surgeon and the mentor reported that the safety,
efficacy, learning, and connection quality were 70%,
100%, 100%, and 60%, respectively. The mean overall
score for the first part of the questionnaire was 23 ± 1.49
(range 20–24). Considering the mentor’s evaluation for
the various phases of the procedure, the mean value was
13.40 ± 1.43 (range 11–15). Furthermore, the efficacy
of hemostasis and morcellation was 100% as evaluated
by the mentor. Overall, the surgeon showed progressive
improvement in the quality of surgery from one patient
to the other.

Discussion
Since the introduction of telementoring in 1997 [10], it has
shown tremendous improvement in the quality of connection thanks to the advancement in the telecommunication
technology. Telementoring is capable of overcoming the
Table 2  Summary of the complications and connection problems in
the telementored patients
Complication
Telementoring
patients

Control

Bipolar enucleation complications
Incontinence (Clavien–Dindo II)
Urethral stenosis (Clavien–Dindo IIIb)
Telementoring and connection problems
Delayed transmission
Interrupted connection
Control group
Hematuria (Clavien–Dindo II)
Acute urinary retention (Clavien–Dindo II)

Number
1
1
2
1
1
1

geographical limitation of mentoring and brings highly
experienced mentors to areas lacking expertise, thus allowing inexperienced surgeons to perform procedures that otherwise would not be attempted due to the complexity of the
procedure and the lack of surgeon’s experience [5, 24]. There
has been a great interest in the use of telementoring among
different specialties including neurosurgery, ophthalmology,
otolaryngology, vascular surgery, and general surgery due to
its educational benefits, the reported high satisfaction, and
low complication rates (5%) [25]. In this setting, it allows
remote mentors to provide ‘real-time’ instructions to trainees and gives inexpert surgeons the confidence to perform
difficult surgeries [24]. Despite the potential advantages of
telementoring, it has not gained widespread use due to the
paucity of mentors willing to participate, inadequate video
conferencing capabilities, and the lack of uniform medicolegal guidelines and the patient privacy laws across the
different parts of the world [26]. Furthermore, the costs of
actual telementoring system are high, considering the annual
costs for equipment maintenance and software support [27].
However, during the current COVID-19 pandemic this technology might be of great importance as it allows the continuation of the training programs while reducing the personal
contact between the trainee and the mentor, thus reducing
the risk of infection [8, 28].
We firmly believe that ‘internet’ is the future platform for
learning and improvement of surgical skills due to the reduction of the time available for training and the increased cost
of training. Furthermore, internet data transfer has grown
exponentially, potentially eliminating the connection limits of the past. The fifth generation wireless-network technology has just been tested successfully for telementoring
between Barcelona-Spain and Shanghai-China [29]. In this
setting, we aimed to assess the feasibility and affordability of
teaching an endoscopic technique using an easy-to-use and
low-cost application. Our application is based on simple and
low-cost instrumentation that are normally present in most
of the operating rooms (computer, Bluetooth headset, video
convertor device, and a tablet for the mentor). This renders
it relatively cheaper compared to the currently commercially available telementoring platforms [30]. Furthermore,
the application provides telestration function (illustrations
drawn by the mentor on his workstation and displayed on
the working monitor of the trainee), which together with the
verbal guidance can greatly amplify the potential benefits of
telementoring approach [30].
On the other hand, simulators are considered another
attractive models for training during the learning curve
of enucleation or transurethral resection of the prostate
[31–33]. However, it should be noted the actual operative
experience is an essential part of the training process, thus,
simulation should be used only in conjunction with traditional teaching methods [33]. Furthermore, simulation-based
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training seems to be more expensive compared to our telementoring application [5]. We believe that a combination
of simulation and telementoring could significantly facilitate
the training of difficult urologic surgery including bipolar
enucleation of the prostate.
In the current series, all the cases were performed by a
single expert endourologist who was novice to endoscopic
enucleation of the prostate and this may explain the significantly longer operative time in our series compared to the
cases performed by the experienced surgeon (group B) and
to the times reported in the literature [18, 19]. In a review of
more than 1000 cases, Shigemura et al. [34] demonstrated
that the increase of surgeons’ experience significantly contribute to shorter operative times. Interestingly, the complication rates in the telementoring patients were not significantly different compared to patients in group B, and overall,
it was comparable to the rates reported by Xiong et al. [19]
during their initial 50 cases. These findings may reflect the
safety of the telementoring-based training for difficult endoscopic procedures as TUEB.
Despite the significant improvement in the IPSS and
Qmax in both groups, there was a significant difference in
the postoperative IPSS and the postoperative Qmax between
the telementoring group and the control group, which may
be explained by the difference in the huge experience
between the trainee and the mentor [34]. Furthermore, this
difference may be explained by the difference in the preoperative size of the prostate, where Shang Chen et al. [35]
reported that the operation efficiency is increased with the
increase in the preoperative size of the prostate.
On the other hand, the questionnaire rendered low results
for the safety (70%) and connection quality (60%), which
may be explained by the small number of patients included
in our study and by the connection problems we encountered
during the first three patients, however, these results had no
impact on the overall evaluation of application. Yet, this factor should be interpreted with caution as the poor connection
in our series may be overwhelmed by the experience of the
trainee in the endourological surgery.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that assesses the
use of a telementoring application during the initial phase of
the learning curve of the TUEB, yet our study is not devoid
of limitations. Firstly, the small sample size in our study is
among the main limitations; however, this is just a pilot and
feasibility study and further studies are being planned. Furthermore, all the cases in our series were performed by an
expert endourologist and we did not include a resident with
limited experience in endourology, thus our results must be
interpreted with caution as it may apply only to surgeons
with great experience in endourology.
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Conclusion
Telementoring is a promising approach for teaching complex urological endoscopic procedures such as TUEB. Our
application is characterized by being simple, low cost, and
easy to use allowing the mentor to provide instruction to the
trainee in a ‘real-time’ fashion. It could improve the quality
of surgical education at a lower cost. However, it should be
mentioned that telementoring cannot yet replace the traditional surgical training with the mentor and trainee being in
the operative room.
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